HIGHLIGHT EVENTS
2006–2007

CCA INSTALLATION
Patrick T. Dougherty, Artist
Amaechi Okigbo, Project Curator
Sheldon Court Plaza, Ithaca
Opening reception: September 21, 2006

CCA SYMPOSIA
Summer Design Arts Symposium
Featuring Luis Rueda (Nike), Virginia Guillian & Lenora Campos (TOTO USA)
Summer 2007
Conversation with Lowery Stokes Sims
A.D. White Professor at Large, President, Studio Museum in Harlem
Participants: Felecia Davis, Mary Woods, and Milton Curry, Professors, Cornell
Department of Architecture
October 30, 2006, 1:00–4:30 pm
Location TBA

CCA LECTURES
Mark Katz Assistant Professor, Ethnomusicology, UNC, Chapel Hill
“The Emerging Fields of Music and Technology Studies”
September 11, 2006, 4:15 pm
Lincoln Hall, B-21
Patrick T. Dougherty Masterclass
September 16, 2006, 10:00 am
167 East Sibley Hall
Marco Steinberg Associate Professor, Architecture, Harvard Graduate School of Design
November 6, 2006, 5:15 pm
Location TBA

CCA XDESIGNGROUP EXHIBITIONS
ICFF International Contemporary Furniture Fair, Jacob Javits Center & TOTO USA Showroom, 25 Mercer Street
May 19–22, 2007, New York City

CCA GRANTS & AWARDS
Applications/Guidelines at CCA Interactive website

To create a place where artists can experiment
To partner with leading innovators in art & design
To expand new areas of creative knowledge
To engage the site & community of Ithaca

>>> CCA INTERACTIVE >> HTTP://WWW.ARTS.CORNELL.EDU/CCA <<<